FirstNet for healthcare:
Priority access for
critical communications
FirstNet® is the only nationwide communications
platform built with and for public safety.

ways FirstNet can be
the difference when
seconds matter:

1
Virtual care solutions
FirstNet prioritizes telemedicine and
remote patient monitoring, which
improves your customer experience
and can help spot health problems
before they become too serious.

2
Health records and apps
FirstNet subscribers have priority
access to the wireless network, which
means ultra-fast access to a patient’s
Electronic Medical Records stored in
the cloud.

3
Emergency fleet
Add a FirstNet wireless modem to
your hospital and ambulatory fleet to
avoid competing with commercial data
traffic when you need to share critical
information with trauma centers, helping
to improve patient care.

4
Clinicians
Having priority to the wireless
network means that even when
patients are watching their phones
while they wait, you can reach the
department or person you need.

5
Rapid deployment kits
FirstNet offers rapid deployment kits that
include pre-charged smartphones that are
connected to the FirstNet network
so even if the power goes out, your
hospital or mobile emergency unit will
still be connected.

6
Communications
FirstNet Push-to-Talk allows interoperability
between LMR devices in addition to group
calling all with priority access on the network.

7
Red Phones
FirstNet devices can replace or back
up Red Phones.

8
Internet of Medical
Things (IoMT)
Within the Internet of Medical Things, a
variety of objects can be turned into smart
devices to enhance patient care. For
example, those objects can include heart
monitors, medications, and wheelchairs.
FirstNet helps ensure that the connection
between those devices and the cellular
network are prioritized.

9
Private Brand Exchange
Private Brand Exchange is a
private telephone network used
within an organization. FirstNet
can extend that network access
to smartphones.

10
Emergency backups
Hospitals, clinics, and emergency
rooms can’t afford even brief system
outages. Wireless backup on FirstNet
means doctors always have access
to key communications, applications,
and systems.

Ready to learn more? Contact FirstNet Customer
Service at 1.800.574.7000 or visit https://www.
firstnet.com/industry-solutions/healthcare.html
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